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Known Issues for i2b2 Version 1.3 

This document outlines issues that are known to be a problem when installing or running version 1.3 of 
the i2b2 client. 

Third Party Software 

Apache-tomcat bug: latest version doesn’t work with the PM cell. 

Apache-tomcat 5.5.27 does not work with the project management cell, version apache-tomcat 5.5.26 is 
recommended. 

Eclipse bug: Mouse events not working in the Macintosh environment. 

Mouse events are not working correctly and as a result the yellow highlight box will not appear when a 
user mousse over the query name or group in the query tool view. This bug only affects Macintosh. 

i2b2 Software 

PFT plug-in: Early version of plug-in doesn’t work with new workbench. 

Earlier version of the PFT plug-in is not compatible with the new 1.3 version of the i2b2 workbench. 
Therefore a new version of the PFT plug-in was created to enable this cell to work with the workbench.  

Installing the new 1.3 version of the PFT plug-in is only necessary if you are upgrading the i2b2 
workbench to version 1.3. The new version of the PFT plug-in is backwards compatible in that it will 
work with earlier versions of the i2b2 workbench. The following chart outlines the PFT plug-in/i2b2 
workbench compatibility. 

 

PFT plug-in version i2b2 Workbench version 

1.0 1.2; 1.2.1 

1.3 1.2; 1.2.1; 1.3 

 



 

Licensing 

The i2b2 source code is licensed under the i2b2 Software License 2.0. This includes but is not limited to 
all code in the edu.harvard.i2b2.* package namespace.  

 

Trademarks 

Microsoft, Windows, Windows XP, Windows Server, and Windows Vista are either registered 
trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. 

Mac OS is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. 

Eclipse Europa is a registered trademark of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. 

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 


